
Is it time for a Kyriba check up?
Your organization has likely evolved since you implemented Kyriba as your  
treasury management solution. Kyriba has evolved too, continuously developing  
new and exciting features to help organizations like yours maximize their ROI  
and enhance user experiences.

Are you taking full advantage of Kyriba’s capabilities? If not, we can help change that.

Unlocking cutting-edge features. Kyriba launches new functionality 
each month. We will inventory the untapped tools available and make 
recommendations on how to integrate them into your workflows. 

Identifying and alleviating pain points. Have you identified gaps  
and inefficiencies or developed a wish list? Tell us what’s not working,  
and we’ll create a roadmap towards an improved user experience.

Providing fresh perspective. We’ve implemented Kyriba for companies  
of all sizes and across a range of industries. You can benefit from 
our breadth of experience and insights on your use—and potential 
optimization—of Kyriba.

Since you implemented Kyriba,  
have you:

Reviewed monthly Kyriba release notes?

Updated access profiles to enable  
new features?

Reviewed and/or updated user 
permissions and rights?

Retested controls?

Added new users?

Lost resources and require training?

Made acquisitions or added  
business units?

Established new bank relationships?

Added and automated new reports?

Assessed forecasting accuracy and 
drivers of variances?

Evaluated the effectiveness of automated 
cash categorizations and GL entries?

Built new dashboards, charts, and other 
KPI displays?



Our treasury offerings 
We bring an advisory lens to our Kyriba projects, helping you achieve industry 
leading practices by leveraging technology to its full extent. Our team works 
side-by-side with you to optimize workflows and automate treasury processes 
to meet your specific requirements. That way your team can focus on what 
matters: uncovering new insights that will drive your business forward. 

Go further with Clearsulting
Clearsulting’s innovative problem solving and proven technology workflows help 
finance leaders embrace digital to become better business partners. Acting as  
a link across your business, we connect your vision with the processes, technology, 
and systems that yield success. We offer enterprise performance management, 
finance effectiveness, record-to-report, risk advisory, and treasury services that 
take a digital-minded approach to push your business further. 

Why work with us?
Beyond our extensive treasury experience, 
you’ll also benefit from:

• Recommendations on improving and 
automating processes across treasury 
and the office of the CFO 

• A flexible, user-focused approach  
to project management 

• A team of Kyriba subject-matter  
experts who have implemented  
Kyriba at organizations of all sizes  
and across industries, including  
Fortune 500 companies 

• Our relationships and connections  
with Kyriba at every level

This material has been prepared by Clearsulting for general informational purposes only and is not 
intended to be relied upon as accounting, tax, or other professional advice. Please refer to your advisors 
for specific advice. Clearsulting shall not be responsible for any loss sustained by any person who relies 
on this publication. © 2022 Clearsulting LLC. All rights reserved.

www.clearsulting.com/kyriba

get.started@clearsulting.com

Get started
If your Kyriba solution needs  
a fresh look, let’s talk.

Advisory Delivery

Technology

Data 
management

Data bank account  
management and  
connectivity

In-house banking  
and intercompany  
management

Third party system 
interfaces and  
integrations

Hyper-care and vendor 
management

Accounting and 
compliance

General ledger 
and transaction 

reconciliation

Capital 
markets

Approval and 
workflows

Cash positioning and 
liquidity management

Payment factory


